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This Coastal Butterfly spring issue brings us on a trip around the climate change theme: after the

information board (p.1) and a glimpse of CCC-CURA events to come (p.2), we’ll go to North
Shore (Quebec) to introduce the community of Rivière-au-Tonnerre (p.3-4), then to the James
Bay area to discuss climate change impacts on the Cree population (p.5-6). We’ll also visit
New-Brunswick, with news from our partners in Baie de Cocagne (p.7), and finally we’ll compare
principles of actions in relation to climate change comparing Québec and Brazil
(p.8). We wish you a nice trip!
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Information
board!

GREAT INITIATIVE!

Tic-Tac-G’eau
Acting together in the face of climate change

READING, SEEING…
ON THE CCC-CURA WEBSITE
www.defisdescommunautescotieres.org
Projects’ updates
http://www.defisdescommunautescotieres.
org/projets/en
Presentation of the French language
summer institute
http://www.defisdescommunautescotieres.
org/institut/fr

DO NOT FORGET …

Tic-Tac-G'eau is an educative program from
the G3E Education and Water monitoring
action group, for which Steve Plante, CCCCURA Codirector is Honorary President. For
nd
rd
2 and 3 primary grades, the program
focuses on climate change and the emission
of greenhouse gases. The objective is to bring
information that is accessible and adapted to
young people, encourage everyday actions,
and help increasing awareness on the power
of collective action. Its content is closely
linked with the school curriculum in Québec.

Please send your news, updates and project
accomplishments
to
Amélie:
amelie_dumarcher@uqar.ca
We are waiting for your contributions for the
next issue of Coastal Butterfly!
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CCC-CURA EVENTS…
ACFAS
ACFAS
ACFAS
th

During the 81 Congress « Savoirs sans frontières » organized by
ACFAS (Association Francophone pour le Savoir)
COASTAL COMMUNITIES CHALLENGES IS PROUD TO
INTRODUCE ITS SYMPOSIUM:
DÉFIS DES COMMUNAUTÉS
CÔTIÈRES ET RIVERAINES :
DE LA VULNÉRABILITÉ
À LA RÉSILIENCE
(IN FRENCH ONLY)

TH

TH

7 AND 8 MAY 2013
UNIVERSITÉ LAVAL
PAVILLON CHARLES DE KONINCK - LOCAL 1289

SUMMER INSTITUTE
Two sessions of the Summer Institute are
planned:
th
th
A session in French, from the 16 to the 18
of June, will take place in Edmundston (NB) for
th
the training, and on the 19 of June in
Cocagne (NB) or Notre-Dame-du-Portage (QC)
for the field activity.
A session in English will take place in PrinceEdward Island in August, date and place to be
announced.

We’ll offer about fifteen conferences, presented by specialists
from various universities and organisations, on the adaptation
of costal and waterfront communities to climate change.
The symposium program is available on the ACFAS website:
http://www.acfas.ca/evenements/congres/programme/81/400/418/c

The ACFAS page on our website:
http://www.defisdescommunautescotieres.org/acfas/en

The Summer Institute’s aim is to give tools to
stakeholders interested in developing and
strengthening community resilience in relation
to climate change impacts.
Some aspects of resilience will be approached,
such as auto-organization, anticipation,
governance and environmental monitoring.
These elements will help participants develop
skills in decision making, the development and
process of project management regarding
adaptation strategies and consultation/
participation.
http://www.defisdescommunautescotieres.org/institut/en
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NEWS FILE:
LONGITUDINAL PROJECT :
RIVIÈRE-AU-TONNERRE COMMUNITY
Nathalie Beaulieu, Université du Québec à Rimouski
Julia Santos Silva, Université du Québec à Rimouski

Rivière-au-Tonnerre is a village on the North Shore, Quebec, located about halfway between Sept-Iles and Havre-SaintPierre, on the north side of the Gulf of Saint-Lawrence. Since 1925, Rivière-au-Tonnerre and the neighbouring village of
2
Sheldrake have been amalgamated together into the municipality of Rivière-au-Tonnerre, covering over 632 km , and
stretching along the coast for 72 km.
Devitalisation has been one of the major challenges since the decline of the fishing sector over the last few decades,
leading to the shutting down of the fish-processing plant in 1988. The hydro-electricity project on the river La Romaine
and its transmission line created a few jobs but these are just temporary.
For its long-term-development, the municipality focuses on a particular type of “niche tourism”, which is respectful of the
environment and the local culture. A plan for tourism development and local valorisation was developed in 2009 and
updated in 2011. It takes into account erosion, rising sea-levels and climatic variability. The infrastructures considered in
this plan, such as rustic accommodations or boats used as cabins, can be moved and do not require any coastal
artificialisation. Since 2010, a solidarity cooperative in fair and ecological tourism (voyages CoSTE) has been in operation,
and the village has been recognised as a “Village Relais” by the Ministère des Transports du Québec, which means that it
is a recommended destination where people can stop for accommodation, restaurants, groceries, gas and having their
car fixed if needed.
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Climate change is a challenging context for tourism development. The unexpected weather and more clement winter
temperatures are obstacles to activity planning, mostly with regards to transportation by boat, plane, snowmobile and
dog-sleigh. On the other hand, the longer summer season could present a great opportunity.
After quite a long phase of discouragement, the community is currently having a positive ‘energetic’ phase. The
traditional Carnival is back this year, for the first time after an interruption of 18 years. This event has mobilized many
volunteers, who worked hard together on the organisation of multiple open-to-all activities. The organisation of this
event helps to develop friendships and a sense of community belonging. By strengthening solidarity, this could also help
the community cope with difficult climatic events. This Carnival is thus a real act of resilience. The organisations involved
in the Carnival would be able to use their new abilities and to work together in other situations, such as the organisation
of the next crab festival, or to coordinate a quick and efficient response to a potential disaster.
But, as the ant told the cricket, singing and dancing is not enough to get ready to face difficulties. In 2006, Rivière-auTonnerre municipality adopted an interim control bylaw to limit the development of new housing in zones affected by
erosion. Since 2011, the municipality has taken part in the program of accompaniment that is offered to communities
concerned by coastal risks, coordinated by the North Shore Agence de santé et des services sociaux (ASSS), and part of
CCC-CURA longitudinal project. During their visit to Rivière-au-Tonnerre in March, Julia Santos Silva and Nathalie Beaulieu
have been using the progress of this project as a basis to work with the
municipality on a preliminary draft for the future action plan on climate
change adaptation. This plan is gathering together the actions needed to reach
the development vision developed by Rivière-au-Tonnerre municipality and
inhabitants, and takes into account challenges and opportunities in the
context of climate change. It draws together actions decided upon in the
tourism development plan and initiatives already launched by organisations to
help the community adapt to a new economic and climatic context. The
elaboration of a plan to develop effective responses to disasters is amongst
these initiatives, as well as the revision (currently in process) of the urban
perimeter to decide upon lands to which houses located in areas affected by
erosion could be moved if necessary. This revision is being carried out with the
MRC de la Minganie, as a part of the Schéma d’aménagement et de
développement (SAD) revision.
The action plan for climate change adaptation includes new suggestions from inhabitants, such as developing awareness
about dune grass preservation (the “élyme des sables” (Elymus arenarius) helps to slow coastal erosion) or revising
regulations on the circulation of all terrain vehicles (ATV). The plan makes a distinction between commitments already
made by organisations and commitments that we only “wish for”, for which human or financial resources are not yet
available or that no one has taken on the responsibility for yet. The plan is going to be monitored periodically, with
records from committed organisations, to examine progress on the different actions, the results and if conditions
required for success are being met. This method is a simplified application of outcome mapping, an approach used by
CCC-CURA to monitor projects.
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CCC-CURA RESEARCH PARTNERS NEWS:
INSTITUT NATIONAL DE SANTÉ PUBLIQUE (INSPQ)
Does making comparisons help us better understand our own situation?
1

2

Martin Hébert , Noémie Gonzalez , Geneviève Brisson

3

Coastal risks are an important reality, and the core of CCC-CURA preoccupations. But climate
change has impacts in other environments as well as coastal areas. This text intends to present
some of the effects of climate change on communities’ and individuals’ health in a northern
environment, where the effects of climate change are quite strong (Corell 2006, Ford 2009). This
4
text sums up the conclusions of a review recently prepared on the subject , based on about fifty
texts from scientific documents and the ‘grey’ literature.
First, this documentary research shows that global warming indeed has consequences on First
Nations’ health in the Northern part of America. The effects can be organized into two categories: direct and indirect
effects. In the first category, the effects are too few in number to be well documented, and indeed are often potential
effects, while in the second category more effects are documented. In addition, as the review considers both the effects
5
related by experts and local populations, differences occur in terms of perceptions .
Current effects
Climate change consequences on First Nations in the North are already observable. The best documented effects are
accidents when traveling through the territory (ice thinner, unexpected climatic events …) and impacts on nutrition. Since
the increasing risks related to traveling affect hunting trips and catches, they lead to the consumption of more and more
poor-quality manufactured food, and ultimately to increased risks for health.
Affirmations about infectious diseases related to global warming are varied, and the conclusions do not always match.
Contamination related to pollutants is identified, but only by experts and the problem is almost absent from reports on
the local perception of climate change. However, chronic diseases seem to be very present in the perceptions of Nordic
First Nations, but the connection with climate change does not seem to have been considered by researchers, whether it
is for lack of convincing data or by lack of research on the subject. So, at this point in time, researchers tend to consider
chronic diseases more as a potential risk than an actual risk.
1
Professeur titulaire, département d’anthroplogie, Université Laval et directeur du CIERA.
2
Doctorante, département d’anthropologie, Université Laval.
3
Chercheure d’établissement, Institut national de santé publique du Québec (INSPQ) et coordonnatrice de l’équipe scientifique sur les
évaluations environnementales et l’examen des impacts.
4
This literature review is part of a larger project, under the direction of Geneviève Brisson (INSPQ), which aims to build concrete tools to take more
account of health in Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) processes that occur in territories uinder the James Bay and Northern Quebec
Agreement.
The research project will add global warming effects to the EIA. The project gets its funding from the Plan d'Action pour les changements
climatiques (PACC)- volet santé, and by Ouranos.
5

As there is less literature from local populations, the local perceptions considered here are those presented by the researchers in their articles.
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Regarding psychosocial issues, problems are often highlighted both in terms of local perceptions and in the analyses of
researchers. Questions about the loss of territorial linkages are especially important, as are the related questions of the
loss of traditional knowledge and skills and the consequences of these changes on physical and psychic health.
Potential consequences
Concerning potential consequences, there are infectious and parasitic diseases. The increasing occurrence of these could
be due to the development of new bacteria, viruses and parasites, or to an extension of their area of distribution; this has
still to be clarified. The physical effects of climate change (such as solar burns, sunstrokes or skin cancer) are still
considered as potential risks. They are projections from phenomena and tendencies that are currently under observation.
They should be confirmed or rejected by empirical studies in the next few years.
Conclusion
This report shows there are differences in the perception of health risks between researchers and local populations. The
gap in the perception is not really surprising, as the vision of the “health” concept and the assessment approaches are
quite different between local populations and researchers. It is also interesting to underline that there were no major
contradictions between various researchers: a consensus seems to have been established on these questions, as risk
factors on health are often empirically certified.
Environment, social and health appear tightly connected regarding climate change effects. In the North, as in other
contexts, it seems relevant to consider this link in impact studies. Finally, it appears important to work with the
concerned populations to order the risks by priority, and at the same time to take into account information and
recommendations from researchers.

Reference:
Hébert, Martin et Noémie Gonzalez (à paraître). Conséquences du changement climatique global
sur la santé des Cris : recension d’écrits. Québec: INSPQ
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CCC-CURA COMMUNITY PARTNER NEWS:
PAYS DE COCAGNE COMMUNITY
Adapting to climate change through collaboration and co-coconstruction between citizens, community
group and researchers.
Jocelyne Gauvin, Director of the Sustainable Development Group.

The Cocagne coastal area, south-east New-Brunswick, is located to the
south of the Northumberland Strait. This French-speaking rural area is part
of the Pays de Cocagne Sustainable Development Group's (PCSDG) action
territory. For more than 10 years, the mission of this non-profit
organisation has been to engage citizen participation in the sustainability
of the Cocagne watershed communities.
According to Natural Resources Canada, Atlantic Canada is one of the two
Canadian areas which are the most threatened by rising sea levels. This
refers of course to coastal vulnerability from the physical perspective, and also to the whole socio-economic context,
which directly allows the assessment of community capacities to confront climatic shocks. The Cocagne coastal territory
is strongly affected by climate change effects, which cause increased danger, hazards, extreme events, sea level rise and
other disasters.
The local governance of the Cocagne watershed communities is carried out by consultative committees from local district
services (LSD). This kind of governance does not confer any decision-making power to the community. Therefore, local
decision makers feel powerless in the face of the amount of work that has to be done in order to adapt to climate change
effects. However, they are aware of the urgency to be properly informed and to be able to discuss those problems.
The PCSDG has been showing interest in climate change impacts on this area since 2005, especially in relation to the
adaptation question. So, the PCSDG in association with partner researchers from Moncton University are developing
projects to help draw together and discuss this topic with citizens from the communities.
In 2013, LSD committees from Cocagne, Grande-Digue and Dundas will receive the informative leaflet on sustainable
development of the coastal area, entitled “Adaptation to climate changes in Cocagne and Grande-Digue LSD. Towards
sustainable coastal planning”. This document, co-constructed by citizens, the PCSDG and researchers, will provide tools
to help local decision-makers initiate actions on climate change adaptation. We would like to thank our research partners
for their accompaniment in this process.
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LET’S SHARE
CLIMATE CHANGE IN BRAZIL AND QUEBEC: WHAT PRINCIPLES
FOR ACTION?
Julia Santos Silva, Université du Québec à Rimouski.

Climate change is a worldwide reality. For the last two decades, countries have been opting for one or several strategies to
work on adaptation to new environmental scenarios, which are affecting their socio-economic contexts.
In December 2009, the Brazilian government introduced its new national policy on climate change, with the federal law
n˚12.187/09, based on international debates on the climate change question. Its principles of action are: precaution,
prevention, citizen participation, sustainable development and the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities
regarding the international context. The policy defines that everyone has the moral obligation to act, in order to reduce
the impact of human activities on climate, both for the benefit of current and future generations.
In Quebec, in 2012 the government established a strategy for climate change adaptation (Stratégie d’adaptation aux
changements climatiques). This strategy takes into account the sixteen principles of sustainable development, introduced
by the Quebec law on sustainable development (Loi québécoise sur le développement durable), and underscores fourteen
of them in particular: health, quality of life, fairness and social solidarity, protection of environment, economic efficiency,
involvement and participation, access to knowledge, subsidiarity, partnership and international cooperation, prevention,
precaution, cultural heritage protection, biodiversity preservation, respect and support to ecosystems, and responsible
production and consumption.
These principles are just a part of the whole content of the Brazilian policy and the Quebec strategy. They are essential
and have to be taken into account at all levels of the decision-making process, otherwise these policies and strategies
would not have any effect!

You can suscribe or unsuscribe to the Coastal Butterfly on our website:
http://lists.defisdescommunautescotieres.org/mailman/listinfo/newsletter
If you have any question, you can contact our coordinator, Amélie, amelie_dumarcher@uqar.ca

Coastal Communities Challenges
Community-University Research Alliance
www.coastalcommunitieschallenges.org

Editor: Amélie Dumarcher
Writing: partners of CCC-CURA
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